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SIGHTSEEING TOURS IN A CONVOY OF VW KAEFER
Link to meeting guide Berlin
In the 50s a small car conquered the streets of the world. The Volkswagen beetle was a revolution in the history of mobility. Today
the car is a precious collector´s item and still the most popular car in the world. If you want to relive the good old times the Oldie
Käfer Tour Berlin is the right address. As a driver or passenger in one of the old beetles or as a passenger in the Volkswagen T2
Bus you experience emotions, adrenaline, fun and laughter.
You can decide between guided Cavalcade Sightseeing Tours and exciting discovery tours along the most famous sights of
Berlin. The tours go past the Brandenburg Gate, Siegessäule, government district, Reichstag, Potsdamer Platz and much more.
While a guide explains the highlights via radio during the Cavalcade tours the discovery tours allow you to find your own way
around the city with a road map.
There are two different guided Cavalcade Tours which you can chose. For everyone who already knows the city well enough the
beetles are offered for rent. Guided tours in German or a foreign language are available as well as individual joyrides. Whether it
is a short drive or a special event, the fleet of the Oldie Käfer Tour Berlin is waiting for you. Ten restored Volkswagen beetles of
the construction years between 1969 and 1997 (Sedans, Convertible or with folding top) are ready for the adventure on the
streets of Berlin! The fleet is appropriate for bigger groups with 4 persons per beetle and up to 6 passengers in the T2 bus.
VW Wolfsburg Incentive
IHK Berlin
Deutsches Traber Derby 2013
Regent Hotel
Julian FM Stoeckel Berlin Fashionweek
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CONTACT

Oldie Käfer Tour Berlin
Leipziger Platz 9
D-10117 Berlin
info@oldie-kaefer-tour-berlin.de
+49 30 206201941
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